State reapportionment plan being sought with ousting in marijuana use

By John Foran

An MIT 1964 computer, located in the Massachusetts Statehouse, could be a major aid in drawing up new congressional districts in Massachusetts. A program designed for this purpose is now being written by Dr. Clarabel B. B. Bodell.

Bodell recently received his Ph.D. in economics at MIT. She is presently the only independent in the House of Representatives.

An order calling for a commission to redistrict the Legislature was submitted to the House and the Senate. This redistricting legislation was designed for redistricting. The one in which his is based was used in 1964 and the state. The redistricting feature was submitted to the House and the Senate. The redistricting program was designed for redistricting, may be a major aid in drawing up new districts and for time-sharing purposes. Buses will leave between 10:30 and 11 am to take couples to Kocky Point Aminusement Park and Beach in Rhode Island.

By Bob Conday

Nearly 30,000 New Englanders are expected to make the trip to Bruce Neyelski's Open House on MIT Saturday for the biennial realignment of their personal computers. These New England-based industries have announced that they have not been chosen to help present this view.

Fluid in quicksand

In each of the department projects have been chosen especially the current interest and direction of their department. The Civil Engineering Department will build a series of buildings that people can feel in quicksand, and show how few people have needed to come to a standstill.

Legal and moral dangers inherent in marijuana use

By Leonard Steinher

The punishments are heavy for users and pushers of marijuana and its derivatives. They are deeply frowned upon by the society. The one who does not realize his knowledge to the police has at least five years in prison and a $50 fine. And once he has a police record, he will be a security risk, and may perhaps be imprisoned in certain cases. If an individual shows a strong desire to reform he may have his case reconsidered after a period of five to ten years, and receive a pardon effectively giving him a "clean sheet." He is not sure that what he is trying to do is right, and although only after very careful consideration.

The marijuana laws, although potentially deadly to the student, are aimed primarily at the large number of people who push marijuana into drug trade, and at discouraging pot parties, an activity about which many people are concerned in the "com." While it is not habit forming in the same sense as other narcotics or even alcohol, most users will develop a mental dependence on it. This habit can lead to incompleteness. (Please turn to Page 2)

Egbert, top vocal group featured in annual All Tech Sing Saturday

Partial tickets available for Spring Weekend '67

Both days of Spring Weekend will have their share of activities and entertainment. Friday evening tickets will cost seven dollars. This will cover the Brown Four in concert and various activities following in the Student Center.

Eighteen University groups in concert and activities will be featured. Tuesday evening tickets will cost ten dollars. This will cover the Brown Four in concert and various activities following in the Student Center. Friday evening tickets will cost seven dollars. This will cover the Brown Four in concert and various activities following in the Student Center.

Recent decision

The MIT community, the committee felt that this is an excellent opportunity for students and faculty to explore departments other than their own and welcome the entire MIT community to attend Open House 67. Open House shows MIT in action

22 named Professor

Faculty members promoted
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